Rental Cabins:

«Lågvassbua» in the Skjækra Landscape Protected area
Lågvassbua is located near the “Norwegian Mid-Point” (the geographic center of Norway) not far
from Blåfjella- Skjækrafjella National Park.
The cabin was originally an old herder’s cabin that was restored and enlarged in 1992, and the cabin
is comfortable and has a good and authentic athmospher . The cabin has two separate sections, half
of the cabin you can rent for private use, while the other half is an open cabin available for hikers to
use without reservations. The area is an eldorado of recreational opportunities from fishing, hunting,
berry-plucking to just hiking.
Location and area description
Lågvassbua is located alone with a fabulous view over Lågvatnet (Låg Lake) to the south, Lågvass
Mountains to the west, and Skjækerhatten (a peak) towards the East. The terrain is gentle and open
and offers easy hikes. There is a well-marked path from the nearest parking lot (70% is made up of
dual planks) all the way to the cabin (12 km total distance)
NOTE!: The trip to and from the cabin can vary considerably depending on the weather, so use
normal field-sense and be prepared with appropriate clothing, map and compass, and let someone
know where you are heading (there is no cell-phone coverage in the area).
Available equipment
A boat is included in the cabin rent , and is to be found in the boathouse on the lakeshore. Pole
fishing and oter fishing is free of charge on all the Steinkjer Forest Department land. In addition, our
cabin renters have permission to set 3 nets in the Lake (nets and an ice drill are available in the
cabin.
A waterproof tour map of Skjækerfella can be purchased at the Norli Bookstore in Steinkjertlf.: +47
74150600.
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